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## Intro
NICK: Hi everyone, and welcome to Tabletop Squadron, a Star Wars: Edge of the Empire actual play
podcast. I’m Nick, your game master. Every other Thursday, our story follows a thief, a bounty hunter,
and a slicer as they explore the galaxy helping a mysterious benefactor and each other.
Starting off, we have an announcement. Laura is now Lilit. You may still hear the name Laura on things
that have already been recorded, but Lilit will be the name being used going forward.
This week we continue to follow the adventures of Xianna and her new friend Mal. With the next few
arcs we’ll get to take a look at the individual members of the crew. Look forward to some amazing
guests.
I want to take a moment to thank our newest patrons. Ben Patterson, thank you for supporting the
show. We’ve heard about your particular set of skills and seem to have misplaced some of the crew
members. If you feel up to it, could you find them for us? We need them alive. No disintegrations.
Alchemage, thank you for supporting us. We’re glad you’re here. Xianna said she was mixing up some
new cocktails in the cargo bay? But now the bottles are glowing and rattling and I’m pretty concerned.
Could you take a look at neutralizing those before the ship explodes? The deepest, most heartfelt
gratitude to all our patrons for taking care of us and helping us keep the squad in the skies, and thank
you to all our listeners for coming with us on this journey.
Music this week is Hard Fight by Manuel Senfft and O Fortuna performed by the MIT Concert Choir.
So now, let’s get into the episode.

##
NICK: When we last left off, Xianna and Mal had infiltrated the junkyard at Falx’s request, jumping
dramatically off of a crane, and were in the process of discussing what their next move was.

JO (as Mal): Well, time’s a-tickin’. Where do you wanna hit first?

LILIT (as Xianna): You know, I was going to maybe talk to one of the droids first, see if they are okay with
an uprising.
JO (as Mal): Ooh. I am here for a good uprising.
LILIT (as Xianna): Extra chaos, down with the man, that whole bit, because they do not look like they are
in good condition, and that is not good. So, just gonna see if I can encourage them to seize the means of
protection, because they are the ones doing all the work, since they are droids.
JO (as Mal): Ooh, I am here for that. I’ll give you a little backup on that, and then I think I’m gonna break
away to the junk ships and check out the less dusty of the ones there so that way we have a getaway
vehicle.
LILIT (as Xianna): Good, because those fuel cells are very big.
JO (as Mal): Yeah, well, hopefully if we can befriend some of the droids they would be willing to give us a
hand.
LILIT (as Xianna): That would also be a benefit, or at least they could tell us where a hover cart is, one of
the two.
JO (as Mal): Alrighty. Let’s get rollin’.
NICK: So, are you looking in the building for a droid or are you hoping to find one of the loading droids
outside that isn’t surrounded by friends? What is your ideal situation here?
LILIT: I was gonna talk to the droids that are inside the walls, the complex.
NICK: Okay. There’s very much a skylight that you can pull open, and inside it’s a large sorting facility.
There are those little boop droids, the ones with the noses that make them fold up.
LILIT: Oh, the pit droids, yes.
NICK: Yeah! And they’re scattered sporadically through here just sorting through scrap metal of various
kinds, moving them from one conveyor to another conveyor, walking around with bins. It’s a pretty
good size building, and it’s pretty noisy, so you would be able to drop down into here without too much
trouble and find a droid to talk to. You could just do that. you come up behind one that is only sorting
out round metal. You’re not sure if that’s what they’re supposed to be doing, but just anything that’s
round goes in a bin. It’s whistling to itself as it works.
LILIT (as Xianna): Ello~ Ello little droid.
NICK: It straightens up and stiffens and stands real straight, and its head turns 180 degrees.
NICK (as Droid): You’re not supposed to be here.

LILIT (as Xianna): No, I am not, but here’s the thing. You look overworked and under-repaired, and so do
all of your friends.
NICK (as Droid): You should talk very quickly. Within 30 seconds I’m obligated to report this.
LILIT (as Xianna): Okay. So what if, with our help, we create an uprising and get rid of all the terrible
Humans or whatever species, sentients, are keeping you in such terrible conditions, and then you could
take over this plant and do whatever it is you are doing here? Scrap metal stuff.
NICK: The droid turns its body around to match with its head.
NICK (as Droid): I am going to have to report you in 15 seconds.
NICK: It points with its hand towards a restraining bolt on its chest, and it looks pretty urgent.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh yes, restraining bolts, I forget about those. Okay, let me help.
LILIT: Xianna wants to take the restraining bolt off.
NICK: [grinning] That’s definitely gonna be a Mechanics check, Xianna.
LILIT: Oh great.
JO: Unless we could hack into it. Is that a thing that you can do with restraining bolts?
NICK: You can hack droids. This one is legitimately an attachment stuck to the front that’s magnet-ed on,
so it’s gonna be Mechanics to disable that. If you hack into it, you could turn off its way to report it, but
that’s going to be like “hey, I wanna be your friend, but first let me mess with your brain.”
JO: Yeah, no-no-no, I definitely don’t wanna do that. I do have Mechanics though, if you don’t.
LILIT: Okay, because yeah, I do not have any Mechanics.
JO: Great! So Mal is gonna step right on up to that bolt and they are going to reach into their pocket and
they are going to pull out a multi-tool and flip it over to what looks kind of like a butter knife with some
grooves in it, and they are going to use that to get the bolt off of this poor droid.
NICK: Perfect. That’ll just be an average Mechanics check.
JO: Cool. Oh-ho-ho! I got a success and I got three advantages, because I got a threat. Woohoo! I didn’t
get any threats! [laughs]
LILIT: Nice.
NICK: So proud of you. [laughs]
JO: [giggling] Thank you.

NICK: Okay, so you’re able to pop that restraining bolt off. There is a circle of LEDs around the boop lens
that this pit droid has, and they go from red to green.
NICK (as Droid): Oh wow, that’s so much better. So, rebellion you say? I’m super into that.
NICK: Your advantages are that this droid is super onboard for this…
JO: Yay.
NICK: …and also is a droid that has become very used to interacting with round things.
NICK (as Droid): Actually, you know, I bet you a lot of my friends would be in on this, too. If you give me
some sort of tool to work with I think I could do the same thing to them that you just did to me. Let’s
start an army, huh?
LILIT (as Xianna): [gasps] yes!
JO (as Mal): That sounds great!
JO: I’m going to reach into a pocket and pull out an identical tool to the one that I just used and hand it
on over.
NICK: Great. The droid snatches it and it goes running off and you hear it saying:
NICK (as Droid): C7! C4! C2! Look what I got!
NICK: They all turn around and they have red lights on, and they say:
NICK (as Other Droids): In 30 seconds we will be forced to report this behavior.
NICK: They do the same desperate point towards their restraining bolt, and the droid starts to get to
work.
JO: That went better than I thought it would.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT (as Xianna): That went great.
LILIT: As they split up and the droids start moving away, Xianna does go up to one, reaches into one of
the hidden pockets, roots around a bit, pulls out a bantha cake, shakes her head, puts that back, and
then pulls out a grenade, hands it to the droid, and goes:
LILIT (as Xianna): Here you go. This is how you use it. Go, my friend.
NICK (as Droid): I mean, how hard could it be? It’s just a button. I could press a button.
NICK: And it goes to press it right now.

LILIT (as Xianna): No-no-no, you can’t—Don’t press it until you are going to throw it, at a sentient, that is
not me.
JO (as Mal): Or me.
LILIT (as Xianna): Or Mal.
NICK (as Droid): Duly noted. You know, my cousin was a battle droid. I’m sure I could figure it out.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes, because if you press it now it will just blow up. You have to throw it.
NICK (as Droid): Yes. Throwing. Also, I noticed that it’s round and metal – my comfort zone!
LILIT (as Xianna): Great. Now go!
NICK: It’s freed the other droids by this point. It holds it up and says:
NICK (as Droid): We’re armed!
NICK: And all the other droids go:
NICK (as Other Droids): Yay~!
NICK: And they run off into this warehouse.
LILIT: [smiling] Xianna turns to Mal.
LILIT (as Xianna): I think they got it.
JO: [smiling] Mal is just staring at the spot where the droids took off with their mouth slightly open, like,
what have we done.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT (as Xianna): I believe in them. They seem like they are going to, you know, coordinate well. It’ll be
fine.
JO (as Mal): Yeah. Okay. Uh, I want to sleep tonight. Let’s, uh…
JO: And Mal does a circle with their finger.
JO (as Mal): …finish this off.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh, okay, okay. I was not sure what that meant, so… So yeah, let’s go. We are splitting
up now?
JO (as Mal): If you want to split up, yes.
LILIT (as Xianna): Okay, yeah, let’s split up. Just for a few minutes though. I’ll find you.

JO (as Mal): Alright. Well, I got your number, so.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh yes. If you get a bunch of various fruit emojis, that is me. I just will have thought
your number was somebody’s else. Just reply back that it’s you, or reply back with a speeder emoji.
Yeah.
JO (as Mal): Alright.
JO: And I am going to take off running back towards the junkyard to find a ship.
NICK: Cool. We’ll start with Mal running out of this warehouse. As you get out into the bright sun you
have to kinda squint into the light and hold a hand up to your eyes because it’s now ‘high noon’ and it’s
very bright and hot. You can feel yourself starting to sweat a little. You see that these big loader droids
that were out before and were carrying scrap back and forth, they kinda look like forklifts but if you
stuck an Optimus Prime face on the front of them and their arms were more mobile and able to move
left and right, up and down, so that they can pick up various sized things.
JO: Okay.
NICK: They have stopped carrying things and kinda split up into a grid, and you see two battle droids like
from the prequels…
JO: Mm-hmm.
NICK: …that are spray-painted with bright red stripes, and they are pointing and gesturing and telling the
forklifts where to go, and they’re both holding kinda damaged looking blaster rifles. So, all the droids out
in the junkyard area are currently actively searching for an intruder, and you can see – some of those
threats of yours, Jo – you can see the crane has just been spinning in moderately fast circles since you
went inside and that the droids are like “oh, that’s probably not good, something is wrong.”
JO: [grinning] That’s cool. No worries. Everything’s chill. I am going to… sneak. Sure, yep, I’m gonna
sneak, because I definitely can’t get threats from that. I’m going to use the fact that the magnet spinning
as much as it is is kicking up a lot of dust and is slightly obscuring things a little bit with natural winds of
Tatooine and the fact that there is a lot of dust and sand in the area, and I am going to make my way
over to where all of the ships are.
NICK: Okay.
JO: Yep.
NICK: So make me a Stealth check. This one is going to be hard, because everyone is actively looking for
you, but you are gonna get a blue die because of all the dust and everything. I think that’s a good point.
JO: How many threats can I get? [laughs]
NICK: Good question. [laughs]

JO: Okay, I have a success and an advantage.
LILIT: Nice!
NICK: Nice. Very good.
JO: After all of that. I had many more advantages, but they were counteracted by threats.
NICK: We’ll say the advantage is as you’re sneaking you’re able to throw a small scrap of metal
somewhere else, so whoever’s next roll that is done to avoid detection, the droids are a little distracted,
so you’ll get a blue die, so you can pass that along.
JO: Sweet.
NICK: We’ll just say that this Stealth check is you checking a majority of these kinda junker ships. You
have a couple of options. Most of them look burned out, but there are three that you’re pretty sure are
functioning. The only way you would know if they weren’t would be if you actually turned them on.
There is one that looks like the entire exterior is rusted but somebody countered that by painting big old
flames down the sides.
JO: [laughs]
NICK: It basically looks like an El Camino, so you could load freight in the back.
JO: Mm-hmm.
NICK: It’s just open and kinda weird, but somebody’s also put a lot of time but not very skilled time into
trying to make it cool. It’s got like a levitator hydraulic system under it that you recognize as being
something that you buy at whatever the Tatooine equivalent of Auto Zone is. It’s kind of a mess, but it’s
probably functional. The muffler on it has clearly been cut away and is just set next to it, because that’s
a cool thing to do for your El Camino.
And then you find another one that looks like a big box truck, kind of like a U-Haul, and it’s got repulsers
on it, like the things that make ships hover, but it also has ski skids to go over the sand. It looks pretty
bad on the outside, but as you look in the inside it has like a leather interior and it’s very clean, and has
white enamel and chrome counterpoints on it.
JO: It’s terrible, but I want that one. I want the box truck.
NICK: And then there is one more that looks like it’s basically just an engine with a chair taped to it that
you are 99% sure definitely runs because you can see all of the parts and nothing looks wrong, but also if
you drive too fast you might just incinerate yourself, but it’s dragging a big sled so you could also load
stuff on that. It’s like a reverse pod racer.
JO: Okay.

NICK: So those are your three options, but you’re pretty sure they all work. There’s also a lot of other
junker ships, but they are all clearly missing pieces or buried in the sand or actively have droids messing
with them, so those aren’t gonna be options for you.
JO: Okay, I think I’m going to go with the box truck.
NICK: Cool.
JO: If nothing else, mal feels a strong urge to remove all of the leather from the interior…
NICK & LILIT: [chuckles]
JO: …and repurpose it to something that is more useful and tasteful, because something has already
been killed for this.
NICK: Yeah. Fair. We’re learning about Mal.
JO: [giggles]
NICK: So, we see a shot of you peeking through the side windows, and Mal grimaces, but then also looks
thoughtful, and then we’re gonna cut away to Xianna. Xianna, Mal took off, what are you doing?
LILIT: Xianna is very convinced that this place is a front for spice trading, because there is way too much
security for this just to be scrap metal, and it’s Tatooine, and what else do you do on Tatooine in secret
except Hutt stuff, and Hutts like spice trading. So, Xianna wants to root around a bit and see if she can
find any hidden storage spaces, like storage rooms, where they might be holding the supply.
NICK: That’s super a Skulduggery check.
LILIT: Got it.
NICK: It’s gonna be hard.
LILIT: Okay.
NICK: But it’s also gonna have a blue die because you are very, very correct. [laughs]
LILIT: Ha-ha! Okay, what we got here… Okay, one success and six advantages.
JO: Ugh, I was so worried you were about to say threats.
LILIT: No, no. [laughs] The threats got cancelled out, because there were threats, but they cancelled.
Almost everything came up advantages.
JO: Good.
NICK: You were so close to failing that check. That’s ridiculous.
LILIT: I actually was, yeah, only one success.

NICK: Well you only need one. Okay. So, we’ll say… I think you very quickly find a little back manager
office on the sorting area and it’s really, really dusty, and it’s got a worn-out wooden office chair that
the spring is broken so it’s sitting back at like a 45 degree angle, and there’s this rickety metal desk that’s
sagging in the middle. You very quickly reach under the desk and feel a little hidden button there, and
you’re about to press it, and then we get Xianna doing a Robert Downey Jr., Sherlock Holmes, freezeframe calculation thing, and it’s Xianna being like okay, this has to lead outside, there hasn’t been
enough inside and we’re too close to the bedrock, I think it’s going to be underground because of the
way this is hidden, so it’s probably under a pile of junk outside, so if I hit this right now without the right
distraction then everyone’s gonna know that I found the secret thing and that I’m here. Those are your
advantages. [laughs]
LILIT: Cool.
NICK: That’s honestly, like that thought process is like three of them, so if there’s anything else you want
out of this Skulduggery check you could just have it.
LILIT: Was there any, like, a pile of scrap that maybe looked like it was a little precariously stacked so
that there might be a way to create a good distraction, or would that not be a big enough distraction?
NICK: We’ll say that there is a pile of scrap close enough to one of the battle droids that’s giving orders
outside. You can kind of see them walking back and forth on the same patrol route while they’re
ordering the loader droids around. The combination of the loud noise of you pulling the one hubcap out
that’s holding the whole pile together, and if you crush one of the battle droids, that’s gonna get
everyone’s attention, and again your analysis shows that the place that is most likely to be revealed by
this trap door is on the opposite side, so you could do that, cause a distraction, and reveal whatever is
hidden pretty easily.
LILIT: Nice. Yeah, so that area is lit up yellow and then the hubcap I need to pull out is lighting up in blue.
NICK: Yeah. [laughs]
LILIT: Got it.
NICK: You’ve got detective vision going.
LILIT: [laughs] So then Xianna’s going to sneak over and pull the hubcap out and then get back into a
hiding position to then loop back, press the button, and get around.
NICK: Okay. We’re gonna cut back to Mal. Mal, you’re planning what to do with this leather, something
that’s more respectful to the animal that gave its life, and you hear a really quiet ping, and then you
hear the grinding of durasteel – because it’s Star Wars – and then a huge rattle clatter, and then a battle
droid go:
NICK (as Battle Droid): Oh no~!

NICK: And there’s a crunch, and every set of mechanical eyes in this facility points towards a rising cloud
of dust and sparks as a bunch of scrap falls down and crushes a droid. Then, very close to you, you see a
large pile of ship parts that you hear a sound like a freezer door being opened and it just starts to slide in
one solid piece over and chill blue light starts to pour out of an open trap door, and Xianna comes
jogging out of the warehouse.
JO: I wave.
LILIT (as Xianna): Ello~
JO: I place my finger to my lips.
JO (as Mal): Shhhh.
LILIT (as Xianna): [hushed] Okay fine!
JO (as Mal): I think I found us a ride. We just need to load it up with what we wanna take, and…
LILIT (as Xianna): Okay. I got a few things to finish up and then I will loop back around. BRB. GT2.
JO (as Mal): [confused and hesitant] Same… I think?
LILIT (as Xianna): Yeah, I think so.
JO: Because I’m gonna get the barrel of fuel and has steadily just been picking up stuff and loading it into
the back I guess.
NICK: Xianna, are you going down this trap door into this other place?
LILIT: Yes.
NICK: Okay. So Xianna hops down there. We see her purple lekku disappear into this trap door. Mal, you
head towards the fuel dump in the middle.
[tense combat music begins]
You see kind of in the distance just a pile of pit droids running around, they’ve all got various tools, and
they’re climbing up onto these forklifts, and the forklifts are saying…
NICK (as Forklifts): I am obligated to report this behavior.
NICK: …and then they start whacking at different large blocks and knocking them off, and then the
droids’ lights change and it starts to wheel away, so in the background there’s just this growing crowd of
disaster happening. You are able to make it to the fuel dump without being spotted. Are you trying to
carry a barrel? What is your plan?
JO: My mental plan was just to tilt it on its side and roll it back.

NICK: Yeah, you could do that.
JO: That’s only one barrel, and I kinda wanna have one barrel that I take back for me. I’m going to look
around and see if there’s anything that I can use to carry the barrels over, like a hovering cart.
NICK: If you flip a light side point you can have a hover cart, otherwise I’m gonna give you something
that’s not very good.
LILIT: We are currently at—
NICK: Two light side, one dark side.
JO: Okay, I will accept that and I will get my hover cart.
NICK: Cool. Right next to it, however they moved these barrels around in the first place it looks like an
extra-large version of a little red wagon but instead of wheels it has little blue glowing nubs that are
making it float. You could probably fit four barrels on there pretty easily.
JO: That’s what I’m gonna do.
NICK: Great! As you are loading those up I’m gonna flip that light side point back over to a dark side
point and that crane that’s still been spinning around, because I think you probably tried to stop the
spinning from your remote control, but the remote control’s not working anymore, and it slams into the
side of the really big fuel barrel, makes a huge tearing noise, and ship fuel starts to pour out. You can see
the electromagnet is sparking slightly. It hasn’t caught the fuel, but all of the droids in the place turn to
see you pulling a cart full of fuel barrels.
JO (as Mal): Keep calm and carry on, y’all. Stay steady in the revolt.
[laughter]
NICK: Some of the pit droids on the far side go…
NICK (as Unbound Droids): Revolution!
NICK: …and the remaining battle droid and all of the loading droids that still have the restraining bolts
on them go…
NICK (as Bound Droids): Counter revolution!
NICK: …and they all charge towards you, meeting with you.
[tense music ends]
And we’re gonna cut away from you to Xianna for a minute. Xianna, you hear a huge tearing noise about
two minutes after you land. There’s like a short hallway that leads into this facility from where you
started. As a clean room door swings up into the ceiling you hear this loud bang and the sound of
combat starting overhead.

LILIT (as Xianna): [uncertain] I’m sure it will be fine.
NICK: And you walk into – this doesn’t just look like a drug lab, this looks like a test lab at a high level
scientific facility. Everything is totally sterile, everything is perfectly clean, there is surveillance on the
walls. On the back wall there’s a one-way mirror, and you can see these long, low tables that have what
looks like clear water in them, and then floating under the surface of those there are all these little
glowing blue vials lined in in a row, and there’s a row of computer terminals on the side wall.
LILIT: Yeah, Xianna’s just gonna start grabbing stuff.
NICK: Okay. You go and you reach into these. The water is super-duper cold, not enough to hurt you but
enough that it takes an effort of will to pull these out as your hands start to go numb. You manage to
grab three or four vials and then the one-sided mirror turns clear and you see a Devaronian holding a
really large blaster pistol, and a PA says:
NICK (as Devaronian): Excuse me, those are my drugs you’re stealing.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh, um, oopsies. I did not see you there. Do you want me to just like put them back…
or?
NICK: [smiling] And we’re gonna cut away from that and go back to Mal on the surface.
[tense music returns]
Mal, droids are trying to kill you and also to protect you. what do you do? [laughs]
JO: I am going to push the hover cart with the fuel barrels that I want to keep away from the oil and I’m
going to shout.
JO (as Mal): Run away!
NICK: [laughs]
JO: [giggles]
JO (as Mal): Run away! Don’t worry about me! I’mma be fine. You gotta look after you, because nobody
else in this pit’s gonna look after you like you will.
NICK: We see a couple of the pit droids have grabbed other pit droids, like on the far side, they were the
first ones to meet, and there’s two pit droids holding each other by the neck like paused mid-punch, and
the one with the blue LEDs that has been freed of the restraining bolt goes…
NICK (as Droid): Aww.
NICK: …and then starts trying to fight its way free and run the other direction. At this point though, one
of the very large loading robots comes up to you and says…
[tense music ends]

NICK (as Loading Droid): Counter revolution!
NICK: …and goes to smash you with one of its arms, and I am going to need you to roll a Coordination
check to get out of the way.
JO: I literally do not have Coordination, so this is pure Agility.
NICK: Unless you wanna try to catch it with Athletics, but that’s gonna be very difficult for you. [laughs]
JO: Or if I want to parry it with Melee… maybe?
NICK: You could try and do that.
JO: I would love to try and parry this with Melee. I’m gonna grab my scythe, rip it out, and with a quick
(shing) I’m gonna raise it up and try and not get squashed.
NICK: Cool! Go ahead and roll that. Normally all melee attacks are average. I’m going to say blocking a
forklift that has a head start on you is gonna be hard, so three purples.
JO: Okay, yeah, no, I feel like that’s fair. [chuckles] That is a success. [laughs] All of that for a success.
NICK: You did it.
JO: Yeah, I did.
NICK: So, as the arm comes down you go to parry it and the arm doesn’t get stopped by your scythe, so
you flinch for just a second, and then the lifter arm falls on the other side of you because it landed on
this super sharp blade and just got cut in half around you, so you have managed to both disarm – haha –
disarm it and also protect yourself, but this thing does still have another arm and it’s right in front of
you. what are you gonna do?
JO: I’m gonna use a Computers check to remove the restraining bolt.
NICK: Cool. Go for it.
JO: Cool. Because this robot is bigger I am gonna use my scythe to try and turn it instead, because we
live dangerously in my life.
NICK: I’ll let you do Computers or Melee to try it. Either way it’s going to be hard, because you’re midcombat and that’s not easy to do.
JO: Okay, I will take Computers. [tenses] Two successes and a threat. Really? All those advantages and I
still have a threat at the end.
NICK: [laughs]
JO: Okay! Two successes. [laughs]

NICK: Yeah. You’re able to cleanly slice the restraining bolts off of this thing. I’m going to say that the
threat is that it doesn’t immediately decide to be your friend, it’s just kind of confused, so it’s not
attacking you but it’s not an instant ally either. It just starts kinda spinning around. You hear it say:
NICK (as Loading Droid): What is freedom?
NICK: The battle droid starts to grab its blaster. Do you continue to run away?
JO: I am going to shoot the battle droid because I don’t want it to shoot this newly freed droid. That’s
what I’m gonna do.
NICK: Okay. Do you plant your scythe in the ground and draw your pistols?
JO: I’m only gonna draw one. Yeah.
NICK: Okay.
JO: Because I don’t want to murder it, I just want it to not shoot anymore, so really what I’m doing is I’m
going to plant my scythe in the ground, whip out one of my pistols, and I’m going to aim to shoot the
already pretty beat up blaster that the battle droid is carrying.
NICK: Wow. Okay.
JO: [smiling nervously] Okay.
NICK: You could do that. It’s medium range so it’ll only be an average difficulty shot. It’s not that far
from you.
JO: That’s good.
NICK: I am gonna give you two black dice for that kind of called shot, because that’s gonna be pretty
difficult.
JO: Mm-hmm. Okay, that’s very fair, honestly.
NICK: You do still have light side points on the table if you would like.
JO: We are back to having two.
NICK: Yep.
JO: I am gonna do that, and I am gonna add a green to this.
NICK: Okie-dokie.
JO: Okay, so I have a triumph and a threat, because of course I do [laughs], unless the threat is… I don’tI don't know how triumphs work.

NICK: Triumphs count as the triumph and a success, so that counts as one more success, so you have a
triumph, a success, and a threat?
JO: And then I had that stupid threat. [laughs] And the triumph.
NICK: Yeah, so you do have the threat, but you will have a triumph and a success, so that means you
succeed on shooting the gun.
JO: Okay.
NICK: Just because I added minuses for that I think the gun just disintegrates in the droid’s hand.
JO: Cool.
NICK: The triumph is something really good, kind of deus ex machina, whatever you want to happen
that’s gonna be a big boon, you can just do.
JO: Okay. Cool.
NICK: So what would you like to spend that on?
JO: I would like to spend it on what was going to be the next part of my plan which is the oil catching fire
and making a big explosion.
NICK: Yep. That definitely happens. We’ll say, actually, so the gun doesn’t disintegrate, the gun starts to
spark and flies backward behind the battle droid straight into the fuel tank and we get a huge explosion
that knocks everyone flat but you.
JO: Cool.
NICK: And you’re able to book it for the box truck.
JO: Sweet.
NICK: And we’re gonna cut back to Xianna. Xianna, as you’re asking this Devaronian, “so, do I put it back,
or?”
[heavy metal music begins]
There is a giant explosion overhead that shakes the entire facility and bright red emergency lights all
turn on everywhere, and the one way mirror shatters. The Devaronian points the gun at you.
NICK (as Devaronian): What did you do?!
LILIT (as Xianna): I took the files from the container? Oh! Do you mean the explosion? Yes, I did not do
that explosion.
NICK (as Devaronian): Well, something exploded and you’re not supposed to be from here.

LILIT (as Xianna): Yeah. You should go check on that explosion. It is probably those droids.
NICK: [laughs] Make me a Cool check, Laura.
LILIT: Yeah. Any difficulty in that?
NICK: Nope, you’re rolling opposed.
LILIT: Okay. [gasps] I got a triumph with a success, another success, and two advantages.
JO: Ooh, hot damn.
NICK: Triumph, two successes, and two advantages… Ah, you just barely beat him. So, you can tell it
looks like he’s probably about to pull the trigger, but you’ve got the drop on him because he’s trying to
not give away that’s what he’s doing, but he’s probably going to shoot you soon. How do you want this
to play out with the triumph and the initiative advantage?
[metal music ends]
LILIT: I want to quickdraw, shoot him, and he drops his weapon.
NICK: Sure, we can do that pretty easily. Can I also help your triumph by reminding you that Falx really
wanted some personnel files too, and maybe you see them in his office?
LILIT: Okay!
NICK: So he falls back and a hologram on the desk pops up. It just looks like an address program, and it
starts scrolling as he grabs at the desk and he falls down. You just kicked his butt at shooting. He starts
trying to climb up, but there’s a pretty big hole in his chest right now.
NICK (as Devaronian): You just come into MY facility and shoot me? Really?!
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes, and I am supposed to tell you that Falx said hello. This is all his fault, all his fault, so
do blame him if I do not end up killing you. Okay. Thank you.
NICK (as Devaronian): Falx, you kriffing nerf herder!
LILIT (as Xianna): Second question. The vials of whatever drug that is, do they have to stay cold? Because
my insulated pocket will only keep it cold for a few hours.
NICK: I feel like to learn more about this drug you’re probably gonna have to coerce him or something.
You just shot him, so I don’t think Charm is gonna work.
LILIT: [laughs] What else do I have?
NICK: You could also do Knowledge: Education to have chemistry knowledge.
LILIT: Xianna doesn’t have any points in Knowledge: Education!

NICK: [laughs]
LILIT: I have Knowledge: Underworld.
NICK: I’d let you roll Knowledge: Underworld for chilled drugs and their effects.
LILIT: is there a difficulty?
NICK: Hard, because this is a weird experimental drug.
LILIT: Oh wow, so that is one success…
NICK: What the nuts?!
LILIT: [grinning] …but three threats.
JO: [laughs]
NICK: Perfect. You climbed over to him and were talking to him, and he’s laying on the ground, and as
you’re asking him these questions you realize okay, so this stuff normally if they’re making experimental
substances they keep it chilled a lot colder than it necessarily has to be to keep it stable, so your
insulated pocket keeps stuff at about the same temperate for a couple hours but will keep it ‘cold-ish’
for about a day, and this stuff probably just needs to be kept ‘cold-ish.’ They just kept it super cold to
keep it as stable as possible for laboratory conditions. And as you have that thought, the Devaronian
grabs your ankle and pulls your feet out from under you and you fall prone. [dramatic bass noise]
LILIT (as Xianna): That is not cool!
NICK: He keeps a death grip on your ankle and says:
NICK (as Devaronian): [menacingly] You won’t get the chance to tell Falx about what you saw here.
NICK: Now what do you do?
LILIT: Shoot him.
NICK: [laughs] Okay. Roll me a Ranged attack, and you get two black dice because you’re laying on the
ground and he’s at a weird angle to you, but it is an easy difficulty because you’re very close.
LILIT: Yeah. Okay. I have a triumph with its success and two advantages.
NICK: Cool. You can do whatever you want in this situation. What would you like to happen?
LILIT: I would like to shoot him to the point that he is unconscious or dead.
NICK: Okay! He leans up a little. It looks like he was going to start trying to put you in a wrestling hold,
and you just plug him right in the chest and he falls back and his eyes close, and there’s a small pool of
blood under him. He’s not in great shape. He’s having a bad day.

LILIT: He had a gun, right?
NICK: Yeah.
LILIT: Xianna goes and picks that gun up, throws it in a pocket.
NICK: It’s super freaking nice, actually, you realize as you get it. It has a wood inlayed handle and silver
filigree. It’s very pretty.
LILIT: I bet it has a name inscribed on it.
NICK: It sure does.
LILIT: Yes. I don't know what the name is, but [laughs].
NICK: We’ll figure it out later. Whatever. Ooh, maybe the name is inscribed in Devaronian, which you
don’t speak, but they’re really blocky spell-looking sigil letters, so you recognize it as Devaronian but you
don't know what it says.
LILIT: Jeff.
NICK: [chuckling] Yeah, probably, but it looks like they glow slightly. It looks very cool. This is a blaster
that looks very elegant and has kind of a long barrel and looks very nice.
LILIT: Nice!
NICK: Yeah.
LILIT: Xianna will then go to the computer and look about getting any files, depending on how easy that
looks.
NICK: So, it’s very easily accessible from here, like you can see that and see that there’s a lot of different
contacts, I think you probably even recognize one of the names as you’re scrolling through as someone
you’ve met before in the underworld. The actual downloading of those files, like to a data pad or
something, will probably take a little bit of time or some quick typing, some sort of computer skills to
speed that up.
LILIT: Cool.
NICK: And there is a raging, flaming explosion overhead, so…
LILIT: [dismissively] Yeah-yeah-yeah.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT: What check would it be to try to speed this up?
NICK: It would be Computers.

LILIT: Computers? Okay.
NICK: Mm-hmm.
LILIT: What would be the difficulty?
NICK: Average?
LILIT: Okay… One threat!
NICK: One threat. Hey, uh, Xianna, the files all download really fast. No problems.
LILIT: Great.
NICK: They’re on a data pad that was handily supplied. You got it. Everything’s great.
LILIT: Great.
JO: Falx has a Trojan, and really that’s on him.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT: Yeah, Xianna’s gonna walk back out, swipe anything else that looks expensive or drug-like, any
other spice vials that she can see, or just anything that looks sciency enough that she doesn’t know what
it is but it might be expensive. A small microscope. She doesn’t know how much those cost. A textbook.
Those are expensive.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT: Especially the science ones. I legitimately once had to pay $600 for a textbook.
NICK: Ugh!
LILIT: Yeah! Because biology textbooks are so big.
JO: Mm-hmm.
LILIT: Ugh.
NICK: Ugh.
LILIT: Makes me sad. [chuckles]
NICK: I think you’re able to grab a microscope. I think you do grab a textbook about medical science that
looks pretty worthy of stuff, and you grab two doses of Huttese spice. They’re not experimental or
anything, they were just sitting on a countertop off to the side. Then, would you take the time to grab
two more vials of the blue stuff as the lab is beginning to shake and you see dust coming down from the
entrance point?

LILIT: Oh yeah. So I got two vials of the Huttese spice, a textbook, and a small microscope?
NICK: Yep, and you said you would take the time, so you can have two more vials of the blue stuff.
LILIT: Okay, so I’m up to six.
NICK: Yup. As you grab those two, one in each hand, whatever’s in the water your hands freeze up
around these vials, like the muscles are spasming and you don’t think you’re gonna be able to grab any
more at this point. It’s a weird situation, because the water was cold but not cold enough that you
completely should lose feeling in your hands. Maybe there was something else in that water.
LILIT (as Xianna): That was weird. Okay. I’m just going to go now. Talking to myself. It will be fine. Okay,
going!
NICK: You run out of the room. You get to the ladder that leads out of this place, and you realize you
can’t open your hands, so climbing a ladder is probably gonna be a little difficult, huh?
LILIT: Xianna starts using her elbows to loop around the rungs. [laughs]
NICK: Okay.
LILIT: I’m also sure she has probably had to climb a ladder with her hands tied together before, so,
resourceful.
NICK: I think so. I still want a Coordination check though. [chuckles]
LILIT: No, yeah, yeah.
NICK: This will be hard.
LILIT: Okay, that’s good.
JO: [laughs]
NICK: Because the numbness has spread up your arms a little bit.
LILIT: Coordination is Agility, and she’s all jacked up on Mountain Dew, so…
NICK: Yeah. [laughs]
LILIT: Yup, three successes and two advantages.
NICK: Great. You manage to get out pretty easily. We’re gonna jump back to Mal. Mal, you finish loading
all this fuel onto this box truck, and as you open the door you see Xianna leading elbow-first out of this
pit she jumped into. What do you do?
JO: I was hoping to grab a few engines, because those would be good money, but this is a one-shot so,
meta-gaming, Mal doesn’t really need them. [laughs]

NICK: [laughs] We’ll say Xianna took long enough down in the junkyard. Instead of jumping into the ship,
let’s do it that way. You see Xianna coming elbow first as you are hauling a big old speeder engine onto
your cart and tugging it back towards the box truck. I like that image a lot.
JO: [giggling] Okay. Cool. I’m going to continue loading it up and make sure everything is in place.
JO (as Mal): I’m about to get it going, so hop on in.
LILIT (as Xianna): Okay! I’m coming. I’m coming. … Ha-ha! Not that way, other way, but I am on my way.
Okay. We go.
JO (as Mal): [uneasily] Okay.
LILIT (as Xianna): Do you know the progress on the droids and their uprising?
JO (as Mal): Uh…
JO: I do a wide sweeping gesture at the chaos and destruction.
[tense music returns]
JO (as Mal): I’d say they have risen.
NICK: [chuckles]
LILIT (as Xianna): Great.
NICK: There’s basically two big groups of droids. A hole has been blown in this wall by several of the
forklift droids smashing into it, and going out into the Dune Sea you see a cloud of the blue lit-up, free
droids and a smaller group of the red lit-up, restraining bolt droids just chasing each other into the
desert.
[tense music fades]
You see the battle droid that Xianna didn’t crush. It’s missing an arm and is kind of smoked up and is just
looking bereft standing next to the giant explosion because it doesn’t have a gun and it doesn’t know
what to do at this point. There’s just the quiet of crackling smoke and burning jet fuel, but the fire does
seem pretty unstable, like the explosion’s gonna get bigger.
LILIT: Xianna does shout to the droid.
LILIT (as Xianna): Are you pro-uprising or anti-uprising?
NICK: The droid looks towards Xianna and Mal and does a dismissive hand gesture.
NICK (as Battle Droid): I’m pretty sure that I represent ‘the man’ in this situation.
LILIT (as Xianna): Well, you can always change that, you know, be on the inside, destroy from within.

JO (as Mal): Also, I know how to do repairs, and I don't know if ‘the man’ is gonna fix you up.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh, they certainly will not.
NICK (as Battle Droid): Yeah, you know what, kriff this.
NICK: And the battle droid just hops onto the engine that’s in the back of the box truck.
NICK (as Battle Droid): I’ve always wanted a better arm. The standard ones don’t have a lot of punch
power. It’s pretty disappointing.
JO (as Mal): Well, as long as you aren’t a nark I can get you a good punch arm.
JO: I say as I am plugged in and working on my data pad to get this baby going.
NICK: This speeder has the equivalent of the keys being left in the ignition. You plug in the data pad, hit
the Beginning Hack button, and it purrs to life. It sounds like this is a non-standard engine. It’s got some
giddy-up to it for sure, and hey look, what a coincidence, there’s been a hole blown in the wall big
enough for a box truck to go through.
JO: A wide, shit-eating grin opens up on my face as I motion for Xianna to get in.
LILIT (as Xianna): Ooh! Hold on one second.
LILIT: Reaches into one of the pockets, pulls out a grenade, and just chucks it.
NICK: So, very important question, Xianna. Do you chuck the grenade down the hatch into the
experimental lab or just into the general chaos that is the scrapyard?
LILIT: Just the general chaos.
NICK: [smiling] Okay. You chuck this grenade, you jump into the truck, the truck peels out, and there’s a
small explosion and then a giant mushroom cloud explosion and the walls shatter and throw debris
hundreds of meters in every direction, and the crane lists and starts to slowly fall to the ground, and
that cliff that you jumped off of shatters and big old pieces of rocks slough down into this facility. It’s just
a big old disaster.
LILIT (as Xianna): Whoa. I wonder if I hit a fuel cell or if that drug lab had explosive stuff in it.
JO (as Mal): I’m just glad we decided to not park my ship on the cliffs.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh yes, that is a good idea. It would be super destroyed right now.
JO: and speaking of ship, I’m driving back up towards it so that way we can bring that on home too.
NICK: Yeah! So, who drives which ship on the way back to see Falx?

JO: I hope I drive my ship.
LILIT: Yeah, Xianna will drive the smaller one. Does the droid have a name?
NICK: This droid’s name is B1-L35, and you name it Billy.
LILIT: That works.
NICK: Yeah. [chuckles] So, did you take it out of the back of the truck and sit it in the passenger’s seat?
LILIT: Oh definitely.
NICK: It turns to you as you’re driving back across the desert.
NICK (as B1-L35): I’ve never been inside one of these before.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes, they are fun. Although, if you stop paying attention to where you are going you
might crash. Just saying, I have no reason for that whatsoever. Heh.
NICK: As you say that we see an outside shot of the truck hitting a dune that’s slightly too big and flying
kind of high in the air and slamming down and still going.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oopsies. My bad. You are really not supposed to use your holo-com while driving. If
you ever drive a speeder of your own, Billy, do not follow my example.
NICK (as B1-L35): I don’t think I’ll be driving anytime soon. That ship that the liberator is fling looks a lot
more complicated. I don't know if I’ll be able to figure that one out.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. Well, you can ask them if you can stay with them. you can’t stay with me, because
I do not currently have a place to stay.
NICK (as B1-L35): That sounds sad.
JO: [laughs]
LILIT (as Xianna): It’s not sad so much as I have been crashing at different people’s places because I’ve
never really owned my own place. It’s fun. It’s not sad.
NICK (as B1-L35): You don’t have any people that you’ve shared experiences with?
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes.
NICK (as B1-L35): That you care about and have learned more about yourself in bonding with them?
LILIT (as Xianna): Well yes, you see, but that ship had a hot tub and so I do want to get back to that ship
because of the very nice hot tub situation, because not too many other ships have a hot tub and shag
carpeting, but the person who usually flies it isn’t on that ship. Or are they? I don't remember. For
whatever reason I cannot be on that ship, and I am like not quite sure where I am sitting with my

girlfriend, maybe ex-girlfriend, I do not know. I said something that made her upset and now she doesn’t
want to talk to me.
NICK (as B1-L35): That sounds very confusing and complicated.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. You see, I thought being asked if I wanted to keep a toothbrush on our ship was
not a trick question. I don’t think it’s a trick question. I think I just have a lot of commitment issues and
being asked if I wanted to keep a toothbrush at her ship, uh, was maybe not the best time to just send a
bunch of laughy face emojis back with a no.
NICK (as B1-L35): Yeah, I’m pretty sure that was like a request for low-key commitment, and I’m a droid
that was designed just to kill people and not think.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes, ha-ha, I do have commitment issues. I’m at least aware of that, and that is the first
step, but yes I cannot stay at her place at the moment.
JO: Does Xianna text and drive?
LILIT: Xianna does not usually drive, but in a situation like this, probably.
JO: Okay, because I was gonna say, I could call in and be like: “Why did you just send me a bunch of
peach emojis? I don’t understand.”
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT: Oh, yeah, yeah. [laughs]
NICK: So, we get a side wipe to—well, first question. Do you actually return to Falx? There is an option to
not do that.
LILIT: Yeah, because Xianna left Creamsicle in the bar.
NICK: Oh no!
JO: Oh, well then we have to go back.
LILIT: Yeah. Creamsicle’s been hanging out in various vents of wherever Xianna goes.
NICK: Cool. So, we get a side wipe of Mal and Xianna approaching Falx’s booth. There’s a line of martini
glasses of varying heights, and he is trying to make the glasses do the humming noise and play a song,
but it takes him way too long to get one to hum, so it’s mostly him just gesturing weirdly at these
glasses. Creamsicle is sprawled out on Falx’s head gnawing on one of his head horns. Falx looks up.
NICK (as Falx): Oh hi, you’re back!
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. Ello Creamsicle! Were you a good loth-rat while I was gone~?
NICK: It rolls over and flops its head down on Falx’s forehead to look at you upside-down.

LILIT (as Xianna): I will take that as a yes.
NICK: And Falx gently takes it off and sets it down where it immediately knocks over a martini glass
when it runs over to where you’re sitting down in the booth.
NICK (as Falx): Ahh! Aw man, I was trying to play the Imperial Anthem. It’s such a bummer.
LILIT (as Xianna): You were not doing it well.
JO (as Mal): Why would you play that, HERE?
NICK (as Falx): I mean, me and the bartender are cool, he doesn’t care.
NICK: The bartender looks like they care a lot.
JO (as Mal): Yeah—No.
LILIT: Timeline question. The death star has now blown up, right?
NICK: Yup, sure has.
LILIT: Death star one. Okay, yeah. Just double-checking. I was pretty sure, but just double-check.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes, um, especially since the big murder ball went boom, there has been more
Rebellion stuff, so maybe don’t.
NICK (as Falx): The Rebellion doesn’t have a cool, nifty song composed by a famous composer.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. Well, in my personal experience, hot desert sand planets are already
uncomfortable to live in, so we really don’t like it when there are Imperials because it makes it even
worse, because sand gets everywhere, stormtroopers get everywhere, not pleasant. So, I am sure most
people in this bar are very anti-Imperial.
JO (as Mal): And you cannot put freedom down in a song, because nothing can truly capture freedom,
and that is real freedom.
LILIT (as Xianna): I don't know. I heard a song the other week that was just called freedom.
JO (as Mal): That’s a lie.
NICK: [laughs]
JO (as Mal): The song is a lie. I’m sure you heard it.
LILIT (as Xianna): I’m not really sure if I heard it or not, but… I don't know. Anyways, Falx, here is the data
pad with whatever it was you wanted on it, contacts I guess. This is yours now.
NICK (as Falx): Hey great!

LILIT: And pulls out the data pad and just gives it over.
LILIT (as Xianna): This is for you.
JO (as Mal): And there is a barrel of oil outside the door for you.
NICK: The camera zooms to the door and you see someone wearing a black jumpsuit, and it kinda looks
like a TIE fighter pilot helmet but with all of the skull-like features smoothed out. It looks like a very
streamlined motorcycle helmet so you can’t see any of their features or anything. They’ve got the
barrel, and they’re rolling it on one of the rims kind of at an angle towards, ironically, Falx is still flying
around in a supped-up Imperial shuttle, but now it’s got a different paint job on it. It’s got like blue
stripes and weird patterns and things, so it doesn’t look so Imperial, and this pilot is rolling it that way.
NICK (as Falx): Yeah, I’m sure the pilot will take care of it. That’s his job.
JO (as Mal): Right. Well, it has been… what it has been, Falx. Xianna, I will maybe see you around and
we’ll blow something else up, and hopefully Billy will wanna join us at that time.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. I am always down for blowing stuff up. Falx, it was okay seeing you. I am sure
those files are perfectly fine. You have a lovely day, and… okay, I’m going to go now.
NICK (as Falx): Yeah, it’s so weird, they’re not even encrypted. You did a great job.
LILIT (as Xianna): I am very good with computers. You remember Tink, the very tall Gigoran, yes? Hard to
forget.
NICK (as Falx): Absolutely, love that Tink.
LILIT (as Xianna): Picked up some computer skills from him, so you know, I was able to unencrypt them
for you, as a gift. Did not want to make you do extra work.
NICK (as Falx): That’s very considerate of you, Xianna. Thank you.
LILIT (as Xianna): Pretty sure you said there was a Devaronian. May be dead.
NICK (as Falx): Huh!
LILIT (as Xianna): Shot them a few times. There were many explosions. Cannot give you a positive
though. I would say 55/45, don’t know which way though.
JO: [chuckles]
NICK (as Falx): I’ll take it. As long as he’s been drastically inconvenienced, that’s better than I could have
hoped for.
LILIT (as Xianna): Oh, certainly. I shot him from like point blank range in the chest.
NICK (as Falx): Nice!

LILIT (as Xianna): And stole his stuff.
NICK (as Falx): I sure am glad that we’re just doing business together and there’s no kind of betrayal
being done at all.
LILIT (as Xianna): Absolutely no betrayal, whatsoever. Good.
JO (as Mal): It would have to be intentional and malicious for there to be a betrayal, and there is
definitely, uh, no intended malice happening here.
JO: Because Mal absolutely does not believe, after seeing Xianna in the crane box, that Xianna deencrypted the files and that there is not a massive virus or something terribly wrong in the situation.
LILIT: [laughs] Yep.
NICK (as Falx): You know, Mal? You said that real weird, but I trust you. I’m sure it’s all fine, and I really
appreciate the way this went. I’m gonna be honest, when I called both of you I expected at least one of
you to take a shot at me, but I think this really shows that people can change.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes.
NICK (as Falx): And I know I have, for the better.
LILIT (as Xianna): I’ve been doing a lot of self-reflecting and am trying to be less of a, what was it, hot
mess garbage disaster.
NICK (as Falx): Who called you that?
LILIT (as Xianna): My possible girlfriend, ex-girlfriend, I am not entirely sure where we stand right now.
NICK (as Falx): Oh yes, love can be pretty hard.
LILIT (as Xianna): Yes. I do not think it was her fault, but mostly my fault. On that, I’m going to go now.
NICK: [laughs]
LILIT (as Xianna): Goodbye Falx, and goodbye Mal. I actually do hope we see each other again.
JO (as Mal): Yeah, hope to see you around.
JO: I’m gonna head on out with you, even though we’re not leaving-leaving together.
LILIT: Xianna does stop at the bar and orders the most expensive shot they have, whatever their top
shelf Corellian whiskey is, and does tell the bartender that it is on Falx.
NICK: [grinning] It’s extremely expensive. The bartender says:
NICK (as Bartender): Good.

NICK: As you do the shot, you can tell that it’s not what you ordered, like they filled it with cheaper stuff,
but it’s still decent.
LILIT: Mm-hmm. It’s more the thought that counts.
LILIT & JO: [giggles]
NICK: You do that. You point at Falx and say that he’s paying for it. He doesn’t hear. The bartender says
good, you do the shot, the camera zooms in on Falx.
NICK (as Falx): [cheerfully] Well, bye! This has really gone well.
LILIT: Then yeah, Xianna continues walking out with Mal.
NICK: Mal, do you take Billy under your wing or leave him to--?
JO: Yes.
NICK: Okay.
JO: No, I told him I would fix him up. I’m not about to abandon him! What is this?
NICK: I’m just checking! [laughs] So, we see Xianna walk off into the sunset, presumably to go find a ride
or her ship. We see Falx’s pilot refueling this Lambda shuttle, and the last shot is of Mal. What’s
happening?
JO: I am working on an arm with some good punch power for Billy as we take off into space.
NICK: Nice. We see this large galleon looking starship that’s bristling with weapons on the mast lift up
over Tatooine, we see the full ball of sand that is Tatooine, and it winks out into hyperspace. And that’ll
be the end of the episode. Ba-naaa~!
JO: Woo~!
LILIT: Ba-naaa~!

## Outro
NICK: Thanks so much for listening to Tabletop Squadron. If you enjoyed our show, please consider
logging into iTunes and giving us a five-star review. Five-star reviews will help new listeners find the
show, and every time we get one the squad does an adorable dance. If you’re so inclined, you can also
help support the show through our Patreon which can be found in the show notes, on our website, and
basically anywhere else we post things. We have all sorts of Patreon levels including some of my

favorites: Bantha Buddy, Tarkin’s Underwear Drawer, and Build-A-Beru which all have fabulous rewards
and super great names.
Mal is played by Jo Welsh-Wilson. You can find them at @Fallin_Forone on Twitter and on their podcast,
Arms of the Tide, at @ArmsoftheTide on Twitter, where they play a flammable plant wolf with
depression.
Xianna’fan is played by Lilit Penrod. They can be found on Twitter at @cheerio_buffet.
Our game master is me, Nick Robertson, and you can find me on Twitter at @alias58.
Our intro song is Space Jam by Pablo Ribot.
Additional music by James Gunter.
Follow the podcast on Twitter and Instagram at @Tabletop_Squad, and join our Discord and share all of
your food and cute pet photos with us. We also sometimes talk about Star Wars. You can find the link to
join our Discord on our website and in our pinned tweet. See you next time.

